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NIVIQURE ECT MACHINE (Model BT-5) 

 

 
 

 

 

NIVIQURE ECT system produces pulsed, constant current, bipolar, electronically controlled 
electrical charge (milli-coulombs) for BEST THERAPEUTIC EFFECT. This ensures JUST 
ADEQUATE ELECTRICAL DOSAGE required for least side effects like memory 
impairment, post-ECT confusion, etc. SAFETY of medical attendants and other Electro-
medical / electronics apparatus in contact with the patient at the time of ECT administration 
are ensured by thorough isolation and unique design. 
The machine can be operated either in ‘AUTO’ mode (wherein the dosage automatically 
upgrades in case of sub-shocks) or in ‘MANUAL’ mode (wherein individual parameters – 
Pulse amplitude, pulse width, pulse frequency and duration  in other words, electrical 
charge (in mC / Joules) can be set through Android Smartphone.  
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NIVIQURE MOBILE ECT CONFIGURATOR  
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NIVIQURE Mobile ECT Configurator is a Bluetooth Module and Android based interfacing 

system for configuring ECT parameters like pulse amplitude, pulse width, pulse frequency and 

duration to set the ECT dosage automatically on the ‘Niviqure ECT machine, Model VR’. The 

design is fool-proof to ensure that the machine can be operated only by the paired smart phone / 

Tablet (No multiple control is possible). The Android APP can easily be installed into any Android 

based smart-phone / Tablet. 

 

What does the App do? 
 

1. Quick Dosage calculation --- Based on NIMHANS 

Corellation & Regression analysis (Regression coefficient ~ 

81%). This is primarily meant for first-time machine 

setting for normal Bi-lateral ECT electrode placement. 

Subsequent dosage setting is supra-threshold or as decided 

based on earlier patient behavior. 

 

2. The App also permits to select three quick options of 

dosage setting: 
a) 30 mC step; 

b) 60 mC step; 

c) 100 mC step; 
d) Doubline dosage level 

       

      (in case of sub-shock: inadequacy of seizure duration (defined     

        as < 20 seconds). 
 

3. Based on Niviqure experience, the Option (a) is sufficient. 

However, some clinical users prefer option (b) for quicker 

and fast treatment from clinical use. Option (c) is 

recommended mainly for BI-FRONTAL ECT electrode placement. Options (a) and (b) suits 

BI-TEMPORAL ECT electrode placement administration. Some ECT practitioners 

internationally, suggest doubling of dosage in case of sub-shock. Option (d) provides this 

feature.  

 

4. Some practitioners prefer to set the individual parameters (Pulse Amplitude, Pulse width, 

Frequency and Duration) and prefer to define dosage in Joules. This conversion is made 

available in the App. This choice is for users who have are used to other makes. 

 

5. App provides intelligent interface with Niviqure ECT system. On release of ‘TREAT’ button 

on the ECT machine, the Seizure duration is automatically shown on the Android phone. A 

decision is taken if sub-shock occurs (seizure duration is less than 20 seconds on release  of 

TREAT switch) and the dosage automatically upgrades to preset selection. If the seizure 

duration is more than 20 seconds, the machine is ‘locked’ conveying that the ECT procedure 

is satisfactory. If attempts are made to give repeated ECT treatment, the APP locks up after 5 

attempts. 
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Disclaimers: 

 

 


